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SMOC SIGNALS
First of all, a very warm welcome to new members , of whom we’ve had quite a few in the past
few months. The summer is supposed to be the
quiet time for orienteering although it’s good to
report it’s anything but at SMOC.
It
only
seems a
little time
ago that
we were at
Holcot and
Reynolds
Wood in
the pouring rain for
our main
event of
the spring. It was good to hear that despite the
weather the event was thoroughly enjoyed –
there is an article in the Saxon magazine about
it which we’ve reproduced where the author
struggled getting to grips with thickets! It was
ironic when we returned there for the Club
Championships the weather was glorious sunshine. I say ironic just because it would have
been good to showcase the area to all comers at
the bigger event.
The Club Championships were well attended
never the less and it was particularly encouraging to see a handful of KeyneO attendees make
the step up to orienteering in more interesting
surroundings, complete with dibbers. The Club
Champs certainly proved competitive and technically challenging so all credit to Keith for putting
on such a course in limited space.

neO’s are so enjoyable that we see experienced
orienteers from neighbouring clubs coming along
too. The main purpose of KeyneO remains however as an easily accessible introduction to orienteering for local residents and families. It’s interesting to hear people’s comments - whether its
from families like “it makes going for a walk more
interesting”, “gets the children out” or comments
from runners “more challenging than just going
for a run”.
For all of those who do KeyneOs and haven’t
made the transition to events slightly further
afield I can recommend Tuesday night club nights
as a great way to learn more skills and to meet
like minded souls. Whatever your level I guarantee you’ll learn at least one new thing about orienteering each week. As you learn different ways to
navigate the challenge becomes more a question
of what techniques to use for particular courses
and challenges – well done to Steve and Karen
for making the nights so informative and appealing for all ages and
levels – no mean
feat.
Although the summer is a quiet time
for orienteering –
the Welsh 6 Day
event is coming
up. It’s good to
see SMOC will be
well represented
and whilst not
quite as attractive internationally as the Scottish
6 day, which takes place every 2 years, it looks
like it will be a great event with over 1700 people
already entered.

Whilst the summer sees big O events thin on the
ground, the KeyneOs have started up for the
summer and are attracting big numbers Enjoy the Summer
(averaging about 90 entries which is about 200
people a time). It’s interesting that the Key- The editorial team

www.smoc.info

editor@smoc.info
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Croeso 2012 - 6 days of Welsh orienteering
21st - 28th July 2012
On 21st July our largest ever contingent
of SMOC members will travel to Wales.
As well as 6 days of top class orienteering
(you don't have to do them all—just enter
a couple of days if you wish) - this is a
very sociable event.
We will be taking the SMOC banner and
one of the large SMOC tents and this becomes the focal point for members—old
and new—as well as a very practical place
to leave your gear whilst you go round
your course. I’m sure it wont rain—but its
also a useful place to shelter from adverse weather conditions!
If you are one of the many SMOCies coming to this event—we are planning to hold a SMOC B-B-Q one evening. So make sure you come
along to the SMOC tent at the event to find out the details.

A bit more about Croeso:

www.croesomultiday.org.uk

"Croeso" is the Welsh word for "welcome". This multiday international event takes place once
every four years and this year it is based around the Victorian coastal resort town of Aberystwyth. Aberystwyth is located on the west coast of Wales and is a popular holiday destination
combining the best of outdoor activities, stunning scenery and award winning beaches.
New orienteering areas are being used for all but two days and variety is provided by the mixture of four Long races, one Middle race and an urban climax in Aberystwyth itself. Two UK
Cup races and two Masters Cup races are included.
The event centre at Aberystwyth University will be the focal point for CROESO 2012. The university facilities include an arts centre, restaurants, cafe, swimming pool and fitness centre.

BRITISH ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2012
CONGRATULATIONS TO ANTONIO FRANCO WHO CAME 22ND IN THE
ELITE CLASS OF THE BRITISH ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS. HE
WAS THE ONLY SMOC MEMBER TO VENTURE NORTH TO THE CHAMPIONSHIPS.
WELL DONE!
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SMOC Summer Social
at Campbell Park Cricket Pavilion
on Saturday 14th July
6:00pm until 9:00pm
Instead of our annual dinner we thought we would host an informal event. We will have some fun and games (optional!)
followed by food and then a chance to socialise with all those
people who you pass in the woods!

Adults £5 Children £2.50
Tickets will be available at Club Nights and KeyneO
or contact a committee member
Buffet, desert and soft drinks included.
Bring your own alcohol if you wish
o
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Coach's Corner – After the Event
So you've just completed your orienteering course. What do you do next? Not heading to a cafe or the
pub but about the orienteering. You may have had a great run or a disaster or something in between –
whatever you have done it's worth reflecting on how well it went.
If it's been an event with electronic punching there's a wealth of data available to help you to analyse
your run but you already have the most useful source of information – the competition map. All analysis needs to be done with the actual course in mind and the map is the place to start any analysis.
One useful technique is to mark your route on your map – a red pen is
ideal for this. Try and do it soon after the event while it's still fresh in
your mind. If you where temporarily unsure of your location (lost) at any
point, can you now work out where you actually went? It's surprising
how often you can work out exactly where you went, in retrospect, despite having been completely confused in the forest. If this is the case
try and identify what you could have used to relocate and how you might
have avoided the problem in the first place. Also identify the attack
points you used for each control. Where they easy and quick to find?
Did they enable you to accurately locate the control? If the answer to
either of these questions is ‘no’ then was there a better option? Look at
your route to each control. Are there any alternatives you missed in the
heat of competition? Would they have been better?
It's easy to concentrate on what went wrong but also look at what went well. You'll probably find that,
for you, the majority of legs had good, safe attack points and your route choice was the right one for
you. It's easy to beat yourself up for a bad run but do look at just how much went right – you'll probably be surprised...
After looking at the fine detail consider some more general issues, perhaps relating to previous runs
as well. Are you consistently making similar errors? Do you tend to have problems when you rely on
your compass? Are you overshooting or undershooting? Do you, like me, have a tendency to have
problems with the first control? Or is it the last few controls that stump you? If you can identify consistent problems it should enable you to focus your training in the right direction. If it's problems with the
first control you may need to develop a pre-race routine to help you focus at the start of the run. Problems with later controls could well be a sign of fatigue which probably indicates more physical training
and better effort management.
Another useful thing to do is to discuss your run with others. Fellow competitors may well have found
route options you didn't even consider. It may also be useful to describe your route in detail to a coach
or friend. Not only will this force you to think in detail about what you did but, particularly with a coach,
you are likely to be asked about what you did which can help to identify strengths and weaknesses.
So far all I have discussed requires only the map and someone to talk to but, for an event using epunching, you will have other information available. The first of these is the splits you will have received at download. It's worth looking at these to see how much time you have taken on your weaker
legs. It often feels like you are lost in the woods for ages (and sometimes you are) but it's often surprising how little time 'that disastrous leg' can actually have lost you.
Once the results are published everyone else’s splits are available and there is access to data analysis
tools like Winsplits and Routegadget. These can be informative and fun and I'll cover their use in another Coach's Corner but it's important not to get seduced by the technology and forget that the best
analysis tools available are memory and maps.
If you do identify areas of technique you need to work on don't forget club nights where there's the opportunity to practice specific techniques – let me know what you'd like to cover and we'll organise a
suitable session. And do bring your maps along - there's plenty of people to talk to about your course
and possibly even point you in the right direction.
Steve Hardy
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Book review
CHRIS BRASHER: THE MAN WHO
MADE THE LONDON MARATHON
by John Bryant
Chris Brasher is famous for many achievements —
founder of the London Marathon, pacemaker for
Roger Bannister’s four-minute mile in 1954, Olympic gold medallist in 1956 and creator of the
Brasher boot - but did you know that he was a pioneer of orienteering in this country?
‘John Bryant has captured perfectly Brasher’s relentless
energy and tireless passion for running, journalism and
life’ - Althletics International
Read more:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/books/article2132098/Book-review-Chris-Brasher-The-Man-WhoMade-The-London-Marathon-JohnBryant.html#ixzz1x8A85rOG
(I downloaded the kindle version—but would recommend
the hardback as there are so many great pictures — Ed)

We are pleased to offer a warm welcome to lots of new members:
the Dwight family,
Dawn and Malcolm Howard,
Daniel Etheridge,
Antonio Franco and Yanhua Tu,
Adam Joesbury,
the Lakey / Luke family,
The Maza family,
The McElligott family,
The Pembery family
The Richardson family,
Adrian Stainthorp,
the Stothert / Wing family,
the Stott family,
Sofia Villers,
Briony Webb
and the Wedderburn family

We hope you enjoy your orienteering with SMOC
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Canal Relay 1993 to 2000
A Brief History by Colin Nicholson

The Grand Union Canal
1793 to the present time.
In 1793 work began on the Grand Union
canal built to carry freight between the
London docks and the industrial Midlands.
This was in fact the M1 of its time. The
journey time for the 146 miles taking in all
the 166 locks, was between 5 and 7 days.
Full-time commercial traffic ended in 1970
when a boat carried coal from the Midlands to Southall. After many years of neglect a £1 million project was set up to
make the 146 miles of the canal tow path
into a long distance walk ‘similar to the
Pennine way’. This opened in 1993 to
mark the 200th anniversary of the Canal.
The canal is now very much used for leisure with walkers, bird watchers, runners
and touring boats using is length. It has
even got its own ‘Boaters’ community living on the water. Sights along the way include original canal workshops at Bulborne on the Bucks-Herts border and an
1810 aqueduct at Irontruck near Milton
Keynes. There is also a canal museum in
the old corn mill at Stoke Bruerne.
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The first Canal Relay
Setting up an event to run the complete length of the
Grand Union canal was the brain child of Dick Denton,
the then Secretary of the South Midlands Orienteering
Club. He was inspired by a full page spread in the Daily
Telegraph in January 1993 whose headline read “140
Mile walk by the water”. Dick thought it would be a
great idea if on the 200 anniversary of its opening, all
the orienteering clubs located along its length could run
its as a relay. To organise an event that required 14
runners to run 146 miles of the Grand Union Canal
needed some one with exceptional organising ability.
First Dick had to obtain permission from the British Waterways to run the 140 plus miles of the canal. Dick
also had to make contact with the Lord Mayors of Westminster to start the race at 6am in the morning. He
then had to get the Lord Mayor of Birmingham to meet
the last runner at 8pm in the evening. Also a decision
on where to locate the 13 change over places required
a great deal of time and effort as well as a lot of travelling
The inaugural Canal Relay was run on Sunday 18 th July
1993 - the 200 anniversary of the canal. The first event was run in one direction only being
started in Little Venice in London by Councillor Jenny Bianco, the Lord Mayor of Westminster, and
finishing at Gas Street basin Birmingham where the last runner was met by Councillor Paul Tilsley the Lord Mayor of Birmingham. This first running of the Relay contained only runners from orienteering clubs. The London club LOK starting proceedings at Little Venice when Simon Errington
took the baton from the Lord Mayor of Westminster. Runners from Middlesex, Hertfordshire,
Thames Valley, South Midlands and Octavians took the baton to the last runner Neil Hale City of
Birmingham orienteering club who sped the baton on the last of the 14 legs and handed it over to
The Lord Mayor of Birmingham.
Leg
1

Runner
S Errington

Club
LOK

Time
67.41

2

J Lawrence

MDDXO

68.48

3

P Wilson

MDDXO

76.31

4

A Boyt

HH

68.08

5

R Pitt

TVOC

89.03

6

Max Cole

SMOC

64.57

7

Nigel Cole

SMOC

64.12

8

Richard Harris

SMOC

65.54

9

M Sorenson

OD

99.14

10

B Carey

OD

80.20

11

M Langrish

OD

78.00

12

C Rautturier

OD

66.27

13

M Sadler

COBOC

67.49

14

N Hale

COBOC

76.20

The target time that had been set for the run was 14
hours which meant each of the 14 runners had to complete their 10 miles of the canal in about an hour. Not
one of the 14 runners managed to break the 60 min barrier, but it was interesting to note that the top 3 times
were all set by the SMOC runners. With all the legs being
of different lengths, ranging from 8.9 miles to 11.1 miles
this is perhaps not a fair reflection on the ability of some
of the other runners. One of the fastest min per mile time
was set by C Rautturier from OD in just under 6 minutes
per mile. With the first runner leaving London at 6am and
the last runner due to arriving in Birmingham at 8pm it
was going to be a very long day. As the Lord Mayor of Birmingham was to meet the last runner at 8pm at Gas
Street Basin in Birmingham, Dick had made sure that the
last runner left their change over points at a set time even
if the previous runner were not there.
In the next SMOC Signals: Canal relay 1994. A proper
race
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New Incentive Schemes from British Orienteering
British Orienteering has introduced two new incentive schemes. The Navigation and Racing challenges enable you to track your progress through the
colour coded courses and their corresponding technical difficulty. Read
more about these new schemes in the previous edition of SMOC Signals
Jacob Fisher

Navigation Challenge:

James Nisbet

Racing Challenge: Silver Award

SMOC Awards
Congratulations to
the following SMOC
members who have
achieved their Racing and Navigation
Challenge awards

Navigation Challenge:
Lois Mathews

Navigation Challenge

Mike Jones

Racing Challenge: Gold Award
Navigation Challenge:

Ric Brackenbury

Racing Challenge: Gold Award
Navigation Challenge:

Rebecca Nisbet

Navigation Challenge:

Ros James

Racing Challenge: Gold Award
Navigation Challenge:

Sacha Fisher

Racing Challenge: Gold Award
Navigation Challenge:

What would you do if you found somebody
unconscious in the forest?
On 7th April, at a large orienteering event in Perthshire (JK), I thought my biggest challenge would be improving the pace at which I could accurately complete my course.
However, about 15 minutes into my run a much greater challenge came into view. Two
other orienteers had just found a young competitor lying unconscious on the forest floor.
They quickly established she had no obvious signs of injury and got her lying flat. I joined them and we could
see she was not moving or responding. She was very pale and had no pulse. I shouted and shook her shoulders but there was no change so I whacked her in the centre of her chest with my fist. What a relief to see an
instant twitch of her lips and a flush of pink, then more movement as if she was waking up from a sleep. My
arms relaxed; I’d been ready to start CPR to the rhythm of ‘Stayin’ Alive’.
Another orienteer saw us and offered help, running back to the start to alert the helpers and activate the First
Aid team. A doctor teammate of the others stopped too. We were now chatting to our ‘patient’. After some
time with ongoing attention, warm clothes, water, jelly beans and a space blanket, she was able to walk safely
to the waiting Red Cross 4x4. During that time I lost track of the number of runners that asked if we needed
extra help.
In times when the media can seem full of bad news, we got a Good News story with a happy ending. People
worry about what they would do if they found somebody in need of Basic Life Support. It could happen at any
time. For me, this story shows the importance of individuals being prepared to stop, assess the situation, ask
for help and have a go. It also highlights the importance of event organisers making effective First Aid provision, as they did excellently in Perthshire. Thirdly, the charities and organisations that do so much to promote
CPR skills run courses and campaigns; think of the Vinnie Jones TV advert, and read more about it on the British Heart Foundation website.
In a forest up a track in the highlands, people stopped, had a go and made a difference. You could too.
Caroline Hornby - Moravian Orienteers

CompassSport Trophy
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Following our success in qualifying for the CompassSport
Trophy finals, here's the latest
details. The format of the trophy means that the more of us
turn up, the better our result –
so if you're hesitating, please
make plans to join us!
The final takes place at Teviothead, just across the border
from Carlisle, on Sunday 30th
September. You can see the
Routegadget version of the
map here: mainly open with
lots of ditches and contours,
very few trees and almost certainly no brambles! Initial details are on the Roxburgh Reivers website: www.roxburghreivers.org.uk/?p=1710
Accommodation is still available for under £45 at a couple of Travelodges and Premier Inns in Carlisle and Dumfries, both about 30 miles away from the event. The
Carlisle hotels are right on the M6.
Alternately, the organisers will be providing a field for camping, caravans and motor homes within walking distance of the assembly area. Facilities will be provided
in the local village hall which is adjacent (toilets, water, cooker, but no showers).
Cost will be £2.50 per tent or caravan which will also cover for parking.
Other accommodation options include formal campsites, B&Bs and village hall
floors – let Dorien know if you want any more details.
To get the most value from the journey, the Carlisle Urban event takes place on
Saturday 29th. This looks like really good fun: Carlisle has lots of intricate medieval bits, underpasses, the Cursing Stone, and the maze (which sounds ominous).
Starts will be afternoon, 2pm-4pm, to give us plenty of time to get there – according to Google it's 4 hours 15 minutes from Campbell Park, so you can leave
after breakfast and still have plenty of time.
We will definitely start as underdogs for the Trophy. It's the national final so it's
not surprising that there are some pretty good clubs among the competition. Our
opponents are WRE, EPOC, SARUM, CHIG, GO, PFO, FVO, INT, CLYDE,TAY. Even
with my most optimistic planning assumptions, we won't beat FVO or INT, but
let's remember that we had SARUM worried at Bradenham, while WRE and TAY
are definitely beatable. In any case the main point is to have a good weekend's
orienteering and a memorable day for the club.
I'll start confirming exactly who's going nearer the time, but please let me know if
you're hesitating and want to know more!
Dorien cst@dorien.me.uk Club Captain
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Club
Championships
The club champs is a small friendly event when we organise a
closed event just for ourselves and it seemed like a good idea to
use Holcote and Reynolds Wood which we previously used in early
spring - or mid winter as it was on the day. This time everything
was different - the weather just got hotter, I hope nobody found the
heat too oppressive. The area was much reduced because the
Woodland Trust kindly agreed to us using the area, but asked us to
use only main paths in the ancient Holcote Wood which rather defeats the point of a green course. As a result I ended up squeezing the courses into Reynold
Wood, the youngest most Westerly area which has an abundance of thickets and hardly-used
tracks but little else as you came to see.
I tried to make the adult courses as technical as possible but the abundance of point features
weren't suitable for the junior course which ended up being a route choice exercise with a
chance for corner cutting. Congratulations to both James and Becky who both did just that. The
traces on RouteGadget and comments in discussions afterwards showed that perhaps one of
Steve's coaching exercises will need to be techniques for fine orienteering! I hope you enjoyed
your challenge as much as I did preparing it.
Keith Downing

Adult
1
2
3
4
5

4.0km 30m 20 controls
Richard Pownall
Dorien James
Mike Jones
Ric Brackenbury
Toby Fisher
6
Sacha Fisher
7
Oliver Tomlinson
8
Helen Nisbet
9
Steve Hardy
10
Tony Biggs
11
Neil Carter
12
Ian Byrne
13
Karen Vines
14
Debbie Charlton
Ros James
Sofia Villers
Alec Maldar
Wendy Kent
Junior 1.5km 15m 5 controls
1
James Nisbet
2
Rebecca Nisbet
Family 1.6km 15m 8 controls
1
Trac/Nic/Luk/Arr Wing
2
Jacob/Ayla/Mike Fisher

47:05:00
54:18:00
59:46:00
01:03:19
01:03:21
01:16:47
01:25:25
01:26:41
01:29:36
01:33:47
01:39:51
01:40:24
02:04:43
02:21:03
mp
mp
mp
mp
14:24
32:47:00
28:55:00
58:01:00
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For more
photos see our
Facebook page

Event Report—Holcot & Reynolds — 4th March
In the thick(et) of it
On 4th March a trip to Birmingham ruled out running at the Furnace Ponds OO Trophy but "every cloud
has a silver lining" and I discovered there was a SMOC event en route, near Milton Keynes.
After two hours of staring through wipers, a fluorescent jacket waved me to park on the edge of a
muddy road/torrent. I waded to Registration, paid my dues, ran through the deluge to the Start,
grabbed a map and set off into sheltering trees. Middle thicket, south side, roughly south-east, just
over 100 metres - easy.
No. 2 was beyond a sloping open hillside. I rushed down full tilt, keen to get to the shelter I expected
given the dark green splodge on the map. As I ran into the trees I saw that they were all spike and no
leaf. My hope for a direct route looked increasingly forlorn. After several blind alleys and scratchy retreats - stupid, stupid, stupid - I crawled back out onto the open hillside. Matching the shape of the hill
to the contours, I tried another prickly opening, a clearing and there was the control. Message from
body to brain: that was painful and slow - you take over now!
Careful navigation saw me safely around the next seven controls then, leaving control 9, I noticed that
the description for no. 10 was middle thicket, west side. The map showed one small green blob nested
amongst a hundred other green blobs. I paced from a ride junction then circled, ducking and weaving,
around thicket after thicket with no sign of the control. Close to the south, the map showed an eastwest ride. I found this, spotted a control on a thicket beyond, checked the code and found it was my
no. 12. Then on a reverse bearing I found no. 10. Like a needle in a haystack, these thickets, I was
thinking but . . . . all of the remaining ten controls on the course were thickets!
I don't know whether this was a record, or normal for the area, but it became quite amusing. After a
very short run from the last thicket to the Finish, I made for download and the warm cocoon of a car,
just as the rain turned to snow. Regardless of the weather, for anyone who likes thickety puzzles, I can
recommend Reynold and Holcot Wood.
Peter Martin—Saxons OC
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Event Report

Leith Hill—4th June

It was always going to be a tough one — Leith Hill — venue for previous British Orienteering Championships and the JK. It’s not just the climb (I’m not used to running up hills), it’s the intricate contour detail.
I’m not a fan of the little brown lines, but after a recent training weekend in the Lakes which focussed
solely on contours, followed by a SMOC Club Night dedicated to visualising contours, I thought I would
give it a go – if only in preparation for running around Wales in 7 weeks time.
By the time the Final Details arrived there was already some minor controversy on NopeSport – (an
online orienteering forum - not for the sensitive – they don’t hold back their opinions here!) Apparently it
had come as a big surprise to some that orienteers would be bussed between Dorking and Leith Hill.
Organisers rebuke this as it was clearly stated on the flyer. I wasn’t too bothered as the kids weren’t
coming along – too busy with their own social life!
In the queue for the bus I could hear that one bus had already had a minor bump whist reversing into an
earthbank (thank heavens for duct tape) and another kept breaking down. But it all seemed to be running smoothly and I arrived at the Start.
The first few controls went to plan, good attack points – followed by compass
work and pacing. But then came the little brown lines – and lots of them.
Controls 5 to 14 were frustrating but I can’t complain as I seemed to get lucky
and stumbled across them . Control 15 was my nemesis – eight minutes to
find it – the breakthrough was noticing it was in undergrowth – I was in the
wrong area. Note to self – read the map! Controls 16 to finish were a breeze
after that.
After download I had mixed feelings about my result – I was slower than my
target minutes per km. But on the plus side I found all the controls – in the
right order – a good result for a challenging course. I later found out that 21
people didn’t complete the course – either by mispunching or retiring – that
was over a fifth of the starters. So I now feel a little better about my result!
The bus journey back to Dorking worked well also. I met up with fellow SMOCies Ros and Dorien in the queue. But I later read that two of the three buses
went AWOL later in the day leaving 100 competitors stranded for almost 2
hours. Volunteer drivers rescued them – at least it wasn’t raining!

Congratulations

to James Nisbet who
has been selected for the team to represent
the East Anglian Orienteering Association at
the Junior Inter-Regional Championships to
be held at Sandringham on 23rd and 24th
June. 12 regions are sending teams totalling
over 200 juniors to Sandringham for the individual competition on the Saturday followed
by the relays on Sunday.
James recently attended the EAOA Junior
Squad training weekend in the Lake District
followed by a regional event on challenging
terrain.
Good luck to the EAOA team!
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Club Nights
Our weekly Club Nights are making the most of the lighter evenings. Although we
have a regular venue at the Campbell Park Pavilion, we are venturing out and about
on the odd week to different venues so please always check the website each
week. Better still, join our Facebook or Twitter groups and you will be kept upto
date automatically.
Every Tuesday evening at 7:00pm

SMOC Signals Deadline
The deadline for the September
issue of SMOC Signals is 20th August.
Send your contributions to
editor@smoc.info

Events

Always check the club
website before any
event.
www.smoc.info

within a 25 mile radius of Milton Keynes, plus major events

Tues 12th June

Club Night

Campbell Park Pavilion at 7:00pm

Sat 16th June

TVOC local event

Chesham—see TVOC website

Tues 19th June

Club Night

Great Linford Cricket Pavilion at 7:00pm

Tues 26th June

Club Night

Great Linford Cricket Pavilion at 7:00pm

Sun 1st July

LeiOC local event

Irchester Country Park—see LeiOC

Sun 8th July

KeyneO

Great Linford

Sat 14th July

Summer Social

22nd—28th July

Welsh 6 Day

Around Aberystwyth

Sun 4th August

WAOC local event

Ampthill Park—see WAOC website

Sun 19th August

KeyneO

Campbell Park—park at the Cricket Pavilion

Sun 30th
September

CompassSport
Trophy Final

Teviothead, near Carlisle—see RR

6.00 to 9.00 Milton Keynes
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Contacts
Chair

vacancy

Vice-Chair

Steve Hardy

steve-hardy@hotmail.com

Secretary

Keith Downing

keith@keith-o.demon.co.uk

Treasurer

Neil Carter

dorothy.carter@homecall.co.uk

Welfare Officer

Ann Harris

crazysheep2@googlemail.com

Fixtures Secretary

Ros James

ros.james@btinternet.com

Membership Secretary

Helen Nisbet

h.nisbet@virgin.net

Mapping Officer

Robert Dove

robert@dove-kettering.freeserve.co.uk

KeyneO Co-ordinator

Steve Hardy

steve-hardy@hotmail.com

Club Captain

Dorien James

dorien@dorien.me.uk

Equipment Officer

Richard Pownall

rpownall@f2s.com

WebMaster

Helen Nisbet

sitemanager@smoc.info

Club Coaches
SMOC Signals Editor

Karen Vine, Steve Hardy and Oliver Tomlinson
Helen Nisbet

editor@smoc.info

Other ways to keep in contact with SMOC
SMOC is now moving into the 21st Century and has both a
Facebook page and a Twitter account which we will use to provide up to the minute information on club activities. The intention is to disseminate the same information by both routes—as
they are linked—so you shouldn't miss anything by only accessing one - and we'll still use the eGroup too. Links are on the
website and the website will remain the place to go for detailed
information on upcoming events.
The facebook page is "South Midlands Orienteering Club" and
the Twitter account to follow is @SouthMidlandsOC. Helen
Nisbet will be looking after Facebook and Steve will be looking
after Twitter.

